MLA
(English classes)
Citations in text:
"I love this paper" (3).

Use **present** tense when introducing quotations or summarizing sources:
"In her article Andersen argues that..."

APA
(Social Science classes)
Citations in text:
"I love this paper" (Mills, p. 3).

Use **past tense or present perfect** tense when introducing quotations or summarizing sources (chose one and stick with it):
"In her article Andersen argued that..."
Or
"From his survey results Straughn has argued that..."

CMS
(History and some Humanities classes)
Citations in text:
"I love this paper."

Use **present or present perfect** tense when introducing quotations or summarizing sources:
"In her article Andersen argues that..."
"From his survey results Straughn has argued that..."